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A Polish company is offering custom-made crystal chandeliers as well

as custom sculpture that would fit into an external or internal space

and is looking for architects and investors

Summary

Business Offer BOPL20240118019Poland
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Noriko MITA

Profile type Company's country POD reference

Profile status Type of partnership Targeted countries

Contact Person Last update

Commercial agreement

Outsourcing agreement

Term of validity

• World

20 Feb 2024

19 Feb 2025

20 Feb 2024

General Information

The Polish company seeks interior architects and investors to offer them an unique product in the form of a custom

sculpture that would fit well into an external or internal space. When creating a project, the company focuses on the

interests and passions of the investor in order to satisfy their needs. The company also offers crystal chandeliers that can

be ready-made designs or they can create a project from scratch entirely according to the architect’s idea and needs.

This Polish company is a unique blend of artistry and practicality, their services primarily are dedicated to interior

architects and investors. They offer a distinctive product in the form of custom sculptures, meticulously designed to

enhance both external and internal spaces. These sculptures are not just decorative pieces but are thoughtfully created

to resonate with the interests and passions of the investor, making each piece a personal and meaningful addition to their

space.

In addition to custom sculptures, this company also offers crystal chandeliers. These chandeliers can either be chosen

from their collection of ready-made designs or can be entirely custom-made. The company's experts work closely with

architects to understand their vision and create a design that aligns perfectly with their needs and the
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overall aesthetic of the space.

The final element of their offering is a ready-made rock panel. This product is a reflects their attention to detail and

commitment to quality. The rock panel faithfully imitates a rocky theme found in nature, adding a touch of authenticity and

natural beauty to any space. This product is particularly popular among interior architects and investors looking to bring a

piece of nature into their designs. In addition, the company sells paintings by outstanding artists both from Poland and

abroad

To sum up, their company is dedicated to providing high-quality, custom products that not only enhance spaces but also

reflect the personal tastes and passions of their clients. Whether it’s a custom sculpture, a crystal chandelier, or a rock

panel, we strive to deliver products that are unique and individual. Their commitment to quality, customization, and client

satisfaction sets them apart in the industry.

The company seeks partners who value innovation, quality, and customer satisfaction as much as they do. Whether it’s

an architect planning the next big design or an investor looking to enhance their space, the company is ready to meet

their needs with its range of unique and high-quality products.

Advantages and innovations

This company offers a completely unique niche product.

Advantages:

1.    Customization: they offer products tailored to the specific needs and interests of their clients. This includes custom

sculptures and chandeliers designed from scratch according to the architect’s idea and needs.

2.    Quality: their products, such as the ready-made rock panel, are designed to faithfully imitate natural themes,

ensuring a high level of authenticity and quality.

3.    Versatility: their products are suitable for both external and internal spaces, providing a wide range of design options

for architects and investors.

4.    Focus on client satisfaction: the company places a strong emphasis on understanding and catering to the passions

and interests of its clients, ensuring their needs are met to the fullest extent.

Stage of development Sustainable Development goals

• Not relevant

Technical specification or expertise sought

IPR Status
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Partner Sought

The company is looking for business partners or clients:

Architects: professionals who can appreciate the artistic and practical value of the company’s offerings, and who are

interested in incorporating custom sculptures, crystal chandeliers, or rock panels into their designs.

Investors: individuals or entities investing in spaces such as residences, apartments, restaurants, or public utility rooms.

These investors should value the blend of functionality and style that the company’s products provide, and be interested

in personalizing their investments according to their interests and passions.

Appreciators of customization: clients who value unique, personalized works of art and are interested in products that are

tailored to their specific needs and visions. Those who appreciate high-quality, durable products that mimic natural

themes, ensuring a high level of authenticity.

Expected role of the partner

Commercial agreement

Outsourcing agreement

• Big company

• SME 50 - 249

• SME 11-49

• SME <=10

• Other

Type of partnership Type and size of the partner

Dissemination

Technology keywords

• 09007002 - Manufacture of construction

materials, components and systems

• 09004008 - Other manufacturing (not

elsewhere classified)

Market keywords

Sector groups involvedTargeted countries

• World


